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At Revela, we believe safety shouldn’t be an afterthought. From start to finish, from
cells to tissues, and from the lab to the clinic, our ingredients are rigorously tested to
ensure that they are both safe and effective.

Unlike other cosmetic brands that spend millions of dollars to merely monitor changes in
regulation of existing raw or manufactured ingredients, we set out to raise the bar for
cosmetic safety and testing. Because the truth is, the current standards in cosmetics are
simply not enough. Our safety testing pipeline is modeled after advanced therapeutics
development because we believe that it’s a brand’s responsibility to go above and beyond
when it comes to their customers’ well-being. We want to be as transparent as possible in
this process, because our customers deserve honesty.

All of our active ingredients are rigorously tested to ensure they are safe to use with no side
effects. In our discover process, the best ingredients are tested for  toxicity and any potential
skin irritation. The ingredients that show any form of toxicity or irritation, even in the smallest
amounts, are immediately eliminated. Moreover, we use advanced computational tools to
benchmark our ingredients against current standards, taking advantage of years of previous
scientific research. ProCelinyl™, our patent-pending, active ingredient in Revela’s Hair Revival
Serum has passed every test we’ve thrown at it, confirming its safety without a doubt.    

What is  ProCelinyl™?
Ingredient found with state-of-the-art artificial
intelligence 

Directly stimulates the hair follicle and
increases dermal papilla cells

Rigorously tested for safety and side
effects

Our innovative research methods do not use any fetal or human embryonic stem
cells. Additionally, we believe cruelty-free is the only option for cosmetic products
and our ingredients have not, and will not, be tested on animals.

Safety shouldn't be an afterthought

Safe without a doubt


